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Looking for a great place to play our picks when you can’t make it to the track? We recommend NYRA 

Bets (https://goo.gl/Qcgft5). Get a GREAT new-member bonus with the code below: 

https://goo.gl/Qcgft5
https://goo.gl/Qcgft5
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Thank you for purchasing the 2018 Preakness Stakes Wagering Guide presented by RacingDudes.com and 

Guaranteed Tip Sheet! 

The Preakness Stakes, the second jewel of the elusive Triple Crown, is run between the Kentucky Derby and the Belmont 
Stakes. Called “The Run for the Black-Eyed Susans,” the Preakness is held at Pimlico Race Course in Baltimore on the 

third Saturday of each May. First run in 1873, the race is competed at a distance of 1 3/16 miles, 1/16 of a mile shorter 

than the Kentucky Derby, for 3-year-olds on the main dirt track. This year’s edition of the Preakness will be run on 

Saturday, May 19. 

After winning the Kentucky Derby and becoming the first horse since Apollo in 1882 to win “The Run for the Roses” while 

not having raced as a 2-year-old, Justify takes his next step towards a possible Triple Crown in Saturday’s Preakness. It 

won’t be easy, though, as Kentucky Derby runner-up Good Magic also makes the journey to Baltimore.  

This “2018 Preakness Guide presented by RacingDudes.com and Guaranteed Tip Sheet” will give you the information 
needed to hopefully make a nice return and a major score on the two big days at Pimlico, including Black-Eyed Susan 

Day on Friday, May 19! 

This Preakness Guide’s features: 

 
• Preakness Stakes Overview, including:  

o Picks from Racing Dudes, Saratoga Slim, and Guaranteed Tip Sheet 

o Introduction 

o Post position analysis  
• Horse capsules for each of the horses entered in the 2018 Preakness Stakes field, including:  

o Trainer, jockey, projected odds, horse running style (i.e., early speed, presser, closer) 

o Pros (positive angles on the horse), Cons (negative angles on the horse), and the Bottom Line 

o Three categories – Win Contenders (horses to use to win or on top in exotic wagers), Can Hit the Board 
(horses to use in the third- and fourth-place slots), Exotic Plays / Tosses (horses to use, but only in the  

fourth-place slot or not include on tickets at all) 

• Pace analysis to help pick the winner and longshots to hit the board 

• Preakness Stakes Wagering Strategy, including trifecta and superfecta approaches 
• Undercard Wagering Strategy, including multi-race and Black-Eyed Susan/Preakness Double strategies 

 

For questions and to discuss more, feel free to visit racingdudes.com or guaranteedtipsheet.com or tweet us at 

@SaratogaSlim or @racing_dudes on Twitter. Please note: all horse capsules and pace analyses were written by 

Saratoga Slim. Wagering strategies were written by Aaron Halterman of Racing Dudes.  

 
Never wager more than you can afford to lose. 
 

Thank you, 

Racing Dudes 
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Purse: $1.5 million 

Distance: 1 3/16 miles (Dirt) 

Age: 3-Year-Olds 

Post Time: Sat., May 19 ~ 6:48 p.m. (EDT) 

 

The focus of this “2018 Preakness Guide presented by RacingDudes.com and Guaranteed Tip Sheet” is for our readers to 

make a score! Let’s start off with our Preakness picks and build out from there: 

 
 

Racing Dudes, Saratoga Slim & Guaranteed Tip Sheet (GTS) Preakness Stakes Picks: 

 Aaron Jared Slim GTS CONSENSUS* Pts. 

Win #7 Justify  #7 Justify  #7 Justify #7 Justify  #7 Justify 40 

Place #5 Good Magic #3 Sporting Chance #5 Good Magic #5 Good Magic #5 Good Magic 25 

Show #8 Bravazo  #5 Good Magic #6 Tenfold #2 Lone Sailor #3 Sporting Chance 8 

Fourth #3 Sporting Chance #1 Quip #2 Lone Sailor #8 Bravazo  #8 Bravazo/#2 Lone Sailor  5 

*Consensus scored on 10 points for Win, 7 points for Place, 4 points for Show & 1 point for 4th 

 

 

                                                                      
 

#7 Justify 
 

 

 Melanie Martines 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Odds: 1/2 

Trainer: Bob Baffert  Jockey: Mike Smith Early/Presser (E/P7) 

Pros: The undefeated Kentucky Derby winner looks like a possible horse for the ages. Dispelling 
the 136-year-old “Curse of Apollo” by becoming the first horse unraced as a 2-year-old to win 

the Derby since 1882, there’s no limit to what this horse can accomplish. After closely attending 

a fast pace in the Derby, he had plenty of energy left late to dismiss Grade 1 winner Bolt d’Oro 

like he was a flea and hold off the juvenile champion Good Magic by 2 1/2 lengths. Baffert has 
won the Preakness with all four of his previous Derby winners, so he knows how to prepare his 

charge to win in Baltimore after wearing the Roses. Justify seems like the type of horse that can 

adapt to any type of pace scenario and may show that he can lay farther off the lead in the 

Preakness, but he can also take them gate-to-wire, if needed. 

Cons: The morning after the Derby, Baffert brought Justify out of his stall for the media, and he 

limped just a bit on his left hind end after stepping on rocks outside the barn. Following much 

social media controversy, it a veterinary evaluation found that he had a bruised heel, which co-

owner Elliot Walden of WinStar Farm described as a cracked heel. Justify was fitted with a 3/4 
horseshoe to take pressure off of the heel, and when he returned to the track to gallop later in 

the week, he looked like his old self. This is a minor chink in the armor and isn’t a reason to 

play against him. American Pharoah wore a special aluminum pad on his left forefoot during his 

entire Triple Crown run, so Baffert knows how to tend to horses when they have hoof issues. 
The two-week turnaround from his Derby win and the fact that he’s been asked to do so much 

so quickly may be bigger question marks than the hoof, but Justify’s emphatically answered 

every question mark so far in his career. 

Bottom Line: Will be tough to beat, but also tough to make money betting; must play heavy. 

 

#5 Good 

Magic 
 

 
Maryland Jockey Club 
 

 

 

Odds: 3/1 

Trainer: Chad Brown Jockey: Jose Ortiz Presser (P4) 

Pros: He showed that he was a deserving Eclipse Juvenile Champion by attending a fast pace in 

the Derby, fighting in the stretch, and holding on for second, though well-beaten by Justify. 

Brown had him absolutely cranked to put in his peak performance for the Derby, and he 
answered his trainer’s call with a performance that could have won the Derby versus the last 

two years’ fields. He was nearer to the early pace in the Derby and has shown the versatility to 

adapt to any situation. 

Cons: Brown might have emptied the tank in the Derby, so the main question is how much he 
has left for the Preakness. Brown has already said that he will not run him in the Belmont 

Stakes, since a 1 1/2 mile trip doesn’t suit him, so he’ll lay it all down in the Preakness and wait 

to run next in late July, which is a good thing for his Preakness prospects. He looked a bit tired 

in the Derby’s final stages, so the slight 1/16-mile cut-back here will suit him well. 

Bottom Line: Second-best horse in the crop should be bet that way. 
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#1 Quip 
 

 
SV Photography 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Odds: 12/1 

Trainer: Rudolphe Brisset Jockey: Florent Geroux Early (E6) 

Pros: One of the most accomplished of the “new shooters” in the Preakness, his upset win in 

the Grade 2 Tampa Bay Derby put him squarely on the 3-year-old map. He used his natural 

early speed to stalk and pounce, then held off a game Flameaway late to win. He again showed 
that grit to get his nose down on the wire in his runner-up finish in the Grade 1 Arkansas Derby 

behind Magnum Moon. He beat out Solomini, Combatant, and Tenfold for the placing there. 

Coming into his third start of the year and only the sixth start of his career, he’s another young, 

developing horse in this crop that might not yet have found his full potential. He has good early 
speed to attend or set the pace in the Preakness and should be forwardly-placed. 

Cons: He qualified for the Derby but didn’t run, and he is partly owned by WinStar Farms, who 

also have part ownership in Justify, Audible, and Noble Indy. Brisset said that he needed more 

time than a three week layoff, which is what he faced if he had entered the Derby. His Tampa 
Bay Derby win was into a slow pace while pressing a horse (World of Trouble) with distance 

limitations, and his main competition, Flameaway, didn’t break well, so it’s tough to take heavy 

stock in that win. When he went eye-to-eye with Magnum Moon in the Arkansas Derby, he was 

dismissed quickly, so he is a step below the top of the crop. 

Bottom Line: Will be involved early and has a good chance to hold on to round out the bottom 

of the trifecta or superfecta. 

 

#2 Lone 

Sailor 

 

 

 

 
 

Coady Photography 

 

 

 

Odds: 15/1 

Trainer: Tom Amoss Jockey: Irad Ortiz, Jr. Closer (S0) 

Pros: Taken straight out of the gate to the inside in the Kentucky Derby, he got a rail-skimming 

run for most of the race, but he didn’t have much kick late after getting stopped a couple of 
times. He showed a strong closing kick to take the lead late in the Grade 2 Louisiana Derby, but 

Noble Indy chased him down late. He should have a fast pace to close into in the Preakness and 

should be passing tires horses late. The addition of jockey Ortiz, Jr., is a major plus.  

Cons: Amoss was a bit on the fence about racing him back in the Preakness, but he decided to 

go forward, looking for Classic placement. He might not be fast or classy enough to compete 

with the top of the crop, but he can hit the board here. Sired by Majestic Warrior, he has only 
decent distance pedigree, and his female side of his pedigree has some sprint influences. 

Bottom Line: Field’s top closer would benefit most if pace heats up; can be used on bottom of 

exotic tickets. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#6 Tenfold 
 

 
Coady Photography 

 

 

 

Odds: 20/1 

Trainer: Steve Asmussen Jockey: Ricardo Santana, Jr. Early/Presser (E/P7) 

Pros: In only his third lifetime start, he finished fifth in the Grade 1 Arkansas Derby in a blanket 

finish where he was only a 1/2-length from finishing second to good horses in Quip, Solomini, 
and Combatant. He has good early speed that he can use as a weapon here, and being sired by 

Curlin out of a Tapit mare, he has plenty of distance pedigree to get the 1 3/16-mile distance. 

His allowance win in March was by a neck over a highly-touted Todd Pletcher trainee, Navistar. 

Cons: Still lightly-raced, he’ll be making only his fourth lifetime start in the Preakness, and he 
was unraced as a 2-year-old, so his lack of foundation is concerning. When the real running got 

going in the stretch of the Arkansas Derby, he couldn’t hold on against three other good 

sophomores, so he isn’t currently considered at the top of the crop. 

Bottom Line: Will need to move forward here to hit the board against top competition.  
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#3 Sporting 

Chance 
 

 
NYRA/Chelsea Durand 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Odds: 30/1 

Trainer: D. Wayne Lukas Jockey: Luis Contreras Early (E4) 

Pros: The Grade 1 Hopeful Stakes winner as a juvenile was injured shortly after the race, but 

he has returned in good form in 2018, hitting the board in two of four races as a sophomore 

despite being disqualified to fourth in the Grade 2 Blue Grass Stakes. Hall-of-Fame trainer Lukas 
has always been extremely high on this colt. He has the ability and early speed to be near the 

lead, or he can sit off the pace and make one move late. His fourth-place finish in the Grade 3 

Pat Day Mile in his last start was sneaky good in the slop with a troubled, wide trip. 

Cons: He refused to work out on May 13 at Churchill and instead galloped, which isn’t a good 
sign coming into a Grade 1. He has been known to be erratic at times in the stretch, having 

interfered with foes in both his Hopeful win and the Blue Grass, but he ran straight as an arrow 

in the stretch of the Pat Day Mile. He’ll be coming off of a quick two-week turn-around from the 

Pat Day on the Derby undercard, but Lukas is known to run his horses often, so he should be 
fit. The son of Tiznow out of a Candy Ride mare has good pedigree to get the Preakness 

distance, but visually, it has looked like sprint distances may suit him best. 

Bottom Line: Was a possible horse to use underneath, but refusing to workout makes him a 

shaky exotics play now. 

 

 

 

#8 Bravazo 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Coady Photography 

 

 

 

 

Odds: 20/1 

Trainer: D. Wayne Lukas Jockey: Luis Saez Early/Presser (E/P5) 

Pros: The Grade 2 Risen Star Stakes winner bounced back in the Kentucky Derby with a steady 

run to finish sixth. After being knocked around out of the gate, he settled in mid-pack in 
between a cavalry of horses and was still sticking around late, showing grit in the slop to finish 

in the top six. He has good early speed that he used as a weapon to stalk and pounce in his 

Risen Star win, and he should be forwardly placed in the Preakness. Sired by Awesome Again, 

he has good distance influences in his pedigree.  

Cons: His Grade 2 Louisiana Derby run was atrocious. He never looked comfortable, fighting 

jockey Gary Stevens and lugging out the whole trip. He almost reared up in the far turn, and it’s 

still a mystery why he reacted so harshly while finishing a distant eighth. He took advantage of 

a merry-go-round, slow pace in the Risen Star where no horse made up ground on him late, so 
that win’s strength needs to be questioned. He seems to be one-paced and doesn’t look like he 

can put it into another gear in the stretch. 

Bottom Line: May be too slow to get the lead early and not enough burst to pass horses late. 

 

#4 Diamond 

King 
 

 
Maryland Jockey Club 

 

Odds: 30/1 

Trainer: John Servis Jockey: Javier Castellano Early/Presser (E/P6) 

Pros: He comes off of a very professional win, stalking and then pouncing to take the non-

graded Federico Tesio Stakes at Laurel Park, the “local” prep for the Preakness. He has good 

tactical speed to be involved from the start of the race and will be forwardly-placed. Sired by 
Quality Road out of a Malibu Moon mare, he has good distance pedigree. Picking up top jock 

Javier Castellano, who won the Preakness last year, is a big plus. 

Cons: The Preakness is a major step up in class for him, and when he tried to step up in the 

past, he hasn’t had much success. In the Grade 2 Kentucky Jockey Club Stakes, he clipped 
heels and threw his rider, so that can’t be held against him, but when he tried Grade 3 company 

in the Swale Stakes at Gulfstream to begin the year, he could only muster a non-threatening 

third-place finish. 

Bottom Line: May be around early, but his lack of class may show up in the stretch. 
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Pimlico Race Course is known as a speed-favoring track with tight turns that favor inside posts. Not to debunk these 

statements, but if you follow horse racing, you will probably hear that at least a dozen times leading up to the Preakness. 

 
The tight turns and speed-favoring nature of the track does not mean that closers cannot have success in the race, 

though. Looking at this year’s Preakness from a pace perspective, you will see a good amount of speed signed on, so one 

must handicap this race and not be overly-swayed by overarching track themes. 

 
Here is the current outlook of the 2018 Preakness Pace:  

 

SPEED: Diamond King, Justify  

 
STALKERS: Bravazo, Good Magic, Quip, Sporting Chance, Tenfold  

 

CLOSERS: Lone Sailor  

 
From looking at the chart, two prominent speed horses stand out: the heavy favorite Justify and the longshot Diamond 

King. These two horses have superior speed over the others, but neither has to have the lead to be successful. For 

Diamond King, his best chance may be to go to the front and try to take this field as far as he can. The problem for him 

will be the fact that Justify won’t let him get away with anything easy.  
 

Regarding Justify and his potential trip, there’s no doubt that he can dictate his own terms. In the Grade 1 Santa Anita 

Derby, he was on the lead while setting fairly slow fractions, but in the Kentucky Derby, he pressed what turned out to 

be a swift pace. However, we also know that he can sit behind horses if need be. He stalked the early pace in a Santa 
Anita allowance victory, and he also sits behind horses in his morning workouts. This type of versatility is what makes 

him very tough to beat. With this outside draw, it helps his chances even further to do dictate and choose to do whatever 

jockey Mike Smith deems best for the horse.  

 
The unknown in this race is the “Lukas Factor.” The 82-year-old Hall of Fame trainer D. Wayne Lukas enters two horses 

in this race, and both Bravazo and Sporting Chance have shown speed during certain points of their careers. However, 

neither are best when on the lead, but Lukas could try to change tactics with one in order to set it up with for the other. 

Sporting Chance looks to be the most likely candidate to push the pace, and as a Grade 1 winner, he would not be cheap 
speed, which means that he might be able to hang around for a while. His inside draw even further confirms that he 

could be the one that goes to the front while Bravazo sits off, stalking the pace from his outside draw.  

 

If this happens, Bravazo could get a dream trip rating behind the leaders, and don’t forget about Quip. Remember, 
though, that Quip is owned by the same connections as Justify. Quip would usually be listed as a speed horse, but there 

is no way that his jockey will allow him to mess with Justify in any way. With Quip drawing the rail, there is no question 

that he could go the front, but if he bothers Jusity in any way, he will be reined back, away from the Derby champ.  

 
This leaves the top challenger Good Magic in a curious situation. He sat very close to a fast pace in the Kentucky Derby 

which kept him in range turning for home, but you have to wonder if he will take back a bit in this spot. With a few speed 

horses up front, it might be best for him to conserve energy early and hope that Justify comes back to him in the stretch. 

If the pace does end up being slow, employing these tactics could hurt his chances, but if the pace is slow, then it also 
means that nobody is going to make up any ground on Justify.  

 

In conclusion, Justify is going to be nearly impossible to beat, no matter what happens up front. The one scenario in 

which he is beat is if he gets involved in a swift pace right from the start. If several horses decide to take it to him early 
and he gets caught up in fast fractions once again, it could set up for Good Magic to make a closing move on him. Justify 

ran an opening 1/2-mile in :45.77 but slowed way down in the third 1/4 of the race. If he gets going too fast again and 

fails to slow down like he did in the Kentucky Derby, then he could become vulnerable. Admittedly, the chances of this 

are very low, but it is the only scenario that in which he is beat.  
 

Overall, the pace SHOULD set up to be moderate, especially with this smallish field size. If that turns out to be the case, 

it will be a walk in the park for the big favorite. It's tough to see the closers making late moves to get into the picture if 

such talented horses like Justify and Good Magic get solid position on them early and get the jump on them on the far 
turn. It’s likely that horses involved with the pace early will be the ones in the picture late in the deep stretch. 
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As always, handicapping is only a part of the puzzle. Wagering correctly and knowing where to focus your money is as 

important as picking the winner. 

 
Before looking at wagering strategy, money management must first be discussed. You will lose your shirt if you don’t 

decide on your budget going into Preakness weekend. There have been many days at the track where I start chasing, 

lose track of where I’m at with my budget, keep betting, and even if I hit a few races late, I still come out behind for the 

day. Deciding on your budget going in and being disciplined to keep to those bets will make you more confident going 
into the big wagering opportunities for the Black-Eyed Susan and Preakness Days. 

 

Justify is the most likely winner of the race, but at low odds, it will be hard to make much money just betting him to 

win. In the Kentucky Derby, Justify returned $7.80 on a $2 wager, which was incredible value. You will be lucky to get 
$3.00 for that same wager in this race. That still may be acceptable to some, but you cannot accept anything lower than 

1-2 on him, which he probably will sink below. However, there are two ways to make some money on this race: 

 

Option 1: Try to Beat Justify  
 
This option is by far the riskier of the two, but it is also the option that will give you the greatest reward. A bet of this 

manner is based on the hope that Justify fails to show up with his best effort, causing the race to potentially explode. If 

you are going to try to do this, then it might be best to leave Justify completely off of your exotics. If Justify does not 
win this race, it probably means that he was pulled up or just totally decided not to show up for the race at all.  

 

In this case, it makes the most sense to use Good Magic, Tenfold, Sporting Chance, and Bravazo as your key horses in 

all of your exotics. Again, this strategy is totally based on hoping that Justify just doesn’t show up. The big key here is 
that you won’t have to spend much money to make a big-time score. The downside is that the likelihood of hitting isn’t 

great, but if you have a few extra dollars, then it might be worth a shot. It will pay HUGE if Justify does indeed decide 

that he does not feel like running.  

 
The more logical option is this:  

 

Option 2: Try to Beat Good Magic Underneath 

 
This is by far the more logical of the two options, but the payouts will not be quite as high. If it is a foregone conclusion 
for you that Justify will win this race, then go ahead and single him in the top spot in exotics. Past that, it is time to get 

crazy. Good Magic is the logical horse to finish second, so the key is to try to beat him and get a bomb to come in 

second and third. In 2015, the heavy favorite American Pharoah won the race with longshots coming in second and 

third, while highly-regarded of horses such as Dortmund and Firing Line finished off the board. The $2 exacta paid 
$124.40, while the $2 trifecta returned $985.  

 

Once you get past Justify and Good Magic, the race is completely wide-open. Any of the six others could make the 

exacta, trifecta, and superfecta pay well. Good Magic is the most likely of the two big stars to not show up with a big 
effort. Bob Baffert has an incredible history in the Preakness when wheeling horses back in two weeks, but we do not 

have much information on Chad Brown doing so because this is something that he has never really tired. The horse is 

said to be doing well, but he ran hard in the Kentucky Derby just to finish second.  

 
In this case, the horses to use are Sporting Chance, Bravazo, Tenfold, and perhaps Lone Sailor. Even if Justify wins, if 

two of these horses can finish second and third, then the exotics will still play well. You can even play Good Magic with 

these horses as well, but remember that if he finishes second or third, then the prices will go down substantially.  

 

Suggested Wagers 
 

Suggested Win Bet: #7 Justify as long as his odds are 1/2 or higher.  
 

Suggested Across-the-Board (Win, Place, Show) Bet: #8 Bravazo  
 

Horses to Use in Multi-Race Wagers: 7 heavy; on a few back up tickets, use 7 with the 5  
 

Suggested Exacta: 7/5 AND 7/2,3,6,8   
 

Suggested Trifecta: 7/3,5,8/ALL AND 7/ALL/3,5,8  
 

Suggested Superfecta: 7/3,5,8/2,3,5,8/2,3,5,6,8  
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There is money to be made throughout the Preakness Day undercard, and with a chalky Preakness likely, these are the 

races where you can make significant scores. Here are the suggested wagers for the undercard and a strategy for the 

late Pick 4, which ends with the Preakness.  

 
Race 5: James W. Murphy Stakes  
 
Win: #9 Coltandmississippi    

 

Exacta: 5,6,9 BOX  

 
Trifecta: 3,5,6,9 BOX  

 

There are several question marks here because we don’t even know if they will run this race on the turf due to the 

weather. Bet lightly here no matter what, as this could be a disaster of a race. This is the most likely turf race to be 
taken off the grass because it is the smallest stakes of the day.  

 

Race 7: Dixie Stakes  
 
Win: #7 World Approval  

 

Exacta: 7/1,4,8 AND 1,4,8 BOX  
 

Trifecta: 7/1,4,8/1,4,8 AND 1,4,8 BOX  

 

The champ World Approval returns after a terrible run last time out at Santa Anita. Hopefully he rebounds, and if he 
does, then they are all running for second, but it is important to back up your bets while leaving him off of all tickets. We 

used this strategy in the San Felipe guide when he was running on the undercard and made a nice score on the exacta.  
 
Race 8: Chick Lang Stakes  

 
Win: #5 Mitole  

 
Exacta: 5/7,9 AND 6,7,9 BOX   

 

Trifecta: 5/7,9/6,7,9  

 
Mitole should dominate these horses because he is far superior. Much like the race before, play a small exacta and 

trifecta with him out of it in case he fails to show up because it will pay huge, but if you are betting heavy, single him on 

top. Mitole could become one of the best 3-year-old sprinters in the country this year. 
 
Race 9: Gallorette Stakes  

 
Win: #3 Ultra Brat   
 

Exacta: 3,6,8 BOX  

 

Trifecta: 3,5,6,8 BOX  
 

Lean heavily on trainers Graham Motion, Christophe Clement, and Chad Brown in this race; you can count on them to 

win 90% of the turf stakes run on the east coast. The weather will complicate things, so boxing your bets here makes the 

most sense. With any turf race on this card, you must be cautious that the weather will wreak havoc with the turf even 
moreso than the dirt.  
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Race 10: Maryland Sprint Stakes  
 
Win: #4 Lewisfield  

 

Exacta: 4,5,9 BOX  

 
Trifecta: 3,4,5,9 BOX  

 

Without a standout in this race, get a little crazy. Lewisfield must prove his class here, but from a speed figure 

standpoint, he matches up with this group. Switzerland will be tough to trust as the favorite but is a must-use because of 
his recent solid races. Long Haul Bay has won three of four starts for trainer Chad Brown and comes into the race with 

the highest last-out Beyer. Red Dragon Tattoo is a solid longshot to use. At times, he can run a really big race. 
 

Race 11: The Very One Stakes  
 
Win: #7 Girls Know Best  

 
Exacta: 7,11,12 BOX  

 

Trifecta: 3,7,11,12 BOX  

 
This is a “Box ‘em up and call ‘em home” type of race with 14 horses entered and the turf likely a mess with wet weather 

in the forecast. Girls Know Best had a huge win over a yielding turf course at Keeneland last time out, which gives her a 

solid advantage over the rest of these horses. Smiling Causeway and Just Talkin both exit wins in their last races, while 

Pretty Perfection has some back class that could make her a factor at a big price.  
 
Race 12: LARC Sir Barton Stakes  
 
Win: #8 Ax Man  

 

Exacta: 2,8/2,8,11   

 
Trifecta: 1,2,8,11 BOX   

 

Ax Man seems to be the clear standout in this race for trainer Bob Baffert. He could dictate the terms on the front end 

and looks faster than these foes on the front end. Pony Up is an interesting alternative to Ax Man, as he has been 
running very well lately and an off track shouldn’t bother him. Underneath, there are several horses that make sense, so 

do not be afraid to spread in the second and third spots.  

 

Late Pick 4 Strategy 
 
Ticket Option 1: ALL/1,3,7,8,9,11,12,13/8/7 = $36 ticket for .50  

 

Ax Man and Justify are logical singles, so play them hard and spread in the other races. This is the logical ticket to play.  

 
Ticket Option 2: 3,4,5,9/3,7,11,12/2,8,11/5,7 = $48 ticket for .50  

 

With this ticket, you don’t get as much coverage in the early races, but you are protected if the two heavy singles get 

beat. This could pay a lot IF you could get Ax Man and/or Justify beat.  
 

Thank you once again for reading through this 2018 Preakness Guide presented by RacingDudes.com and 

Guaranteed Tip Sheet! 

 
 

GOOD LUCK TO ALL! 
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